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CDS ProvTAP service project

• It’s a TAP service
• It implements a relational view of the 

model in its TAP schema
• It allows selection of related entity, 

activity and agent details by 
constraining any of the model classes 
attributes
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What has been done so far ?

 Spring 2017:  A prototype of a 
postgresql database has been 
developed and is regularly updated

 Original work by a student
 Based on aladin image collections and 

activities
 Use cases : schmidt plate digitizations, 

cutouts, RGB composition, HiPS generation
 W3C PROV and VOTable I/O, interface
 --→ TAP interface « first light » (last 

week!!!)



What has been done so far ?

 Various « ActivityDescriptions » in the 
service

 RGB image generation
 CDS cutout extraction
 STScI Schmidt plate numerisation
 MAMA Schmidt plate numerisation
 CDS HiPS generation

         -HiPS is a global (allsky) organisation of                  
          the image data
          -stored in Healpix cells,
          -retrievable at various Healpix orders 



From Schmidt plates to RGB images through 
digitized plates and cutouts



Plate collection digitization
HiPS generation



What has been done so far ?

 Classes and columns description in 
the ProvTAP specification



Column descriptions



Column descriptions



What has been done so far ?

 Classes and columns description in 
the ProvTAP specification

 TAP schema designed
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Entity in the
TAP Schema
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Activity in
ProvTAP schema



What has been done so far ?

 Classes and columns description in 
the ProvTAP specification

 TAP schema designed
 Specification ready to go to Working 

draft status



ProvTAP Working draft
(to be released soon)



What has been done so far ?

 Classes and columns description in 
the ProvTAP specification

 TAP schema designed
 Can specification go to Working draft 

status ?
              → depend from model achievment
              →coauthors  review is needed

Service  can be queried via ADQL 
queries



Implementation tools/status

 Gregory Mantelet's library : easy creation of 
service on top of database

 Embedded web interface
 Topcat demonstration
 Aladin and TapHandle don't work in current 

context (my desktop implementation wifi IP 
numbers not recognized)

 But SAMP communication can help us.
 We created a « miniobscore » table in 

addition to describe more are « dataset » 
entities 



 web interface embedded 
In TAP library



SELECT * from entity
       HTML format



SELECT * from activity
       CSV format



SELECT * from activitydescription
       json format



SELECT * from miniobscore
       VOTable format



• To retrieve all activity metadata for activies sharing the same 
activityDescription: 

SELECT * FROM Activity WHERE Activity.a_description = 'HipsgenM'

•  To retrieve all activities associated with agent obspm: 
SELECT WasAssociatedWith.waw_activity_id, Activity.a_name, 

Activity.a_annotation FROM WasAssociatedWith INNER JOIN Activity 
ON WasAssociatedWith.waw_activity_id = Activity.a_id WHERE 
WasAssociatedWith.waw_agent_id = 'ivo://obspm/cai'

 
• To retrieve all entities attributed to curator agents:
 SELECT WasAttributedTo.wat_entity_id FROM WasAttributedTo 

WHERE WasAttributedTo.wat_role = 'voprov :curator' 
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More realistic (and complex) 
queries



Activities sharing the same 
activity description « HipsgenM »



Activities associated with agent 
« ivo://obspm/cai »



Entities attributed to agents with 
role « voprov:curator »



Querying service with 
TopCat
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Topcat interface

Activity descriptionagents

entity
activity

parameter WasGeneratedBy Used



Service response
(list of entities. ADQL : select * from Entity)
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Topcat interface

Activity descriptionagents

entity
activity

para
mete
r

WasGeneratedBy Us
ed



Service response
(list of activities . ADQL : select * from Activity)
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Topcat 
interface

agents

en
tit
y

acti
vity

para
mete
r

WasGeneratedBy Us
ed



Service  response
(table field attributes )
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Service  response
ADQL : select * from activity where 

activity.a_description = 'AlaRGB'
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To retrieve entity and activity details metadata  for those leading to a 
given entity  'ivo://cds/P/DSS2color#RGB_NGC6946'    
select e_id,e_name, e_annotation, a_id, a_name, a_annotation
FROM entity,used,activity,wasgeneratedby

Where e_id = u_entity_id and u_activity_id = a_id
 and a_id = wgb_activity_id
 and wgb_entity_id =  'ivo://cds/P/DSS2color#RGB_NGC6946' 
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More realistic (and complex) queries



          « History » of entity            
 «ivo://cds/P/DSS2color#RGB_NGC6946 » 



 To retrieve activity details and generated entity id using parameters: 
select temp1.a_id,temp1.a_name,temp1.wgb_entity_id,
parameter.p_id,parameter.p_value 
from (SELECT * FROM activity inner join wasgeneratedby on 

activity.a_id=wasgeneratedby.wgb_activity_id) as temp1

 inner join parameter 
on temp1.a_id=parameter.p_isaparamof ;
 
To retrieve all entity/obscore  combinations
 SELECT * FROM miniobscore 
JOIN entity 
ON miniobscore.obs_publisher_did=entity.e_id ;
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More realistic (and complex) queries



Activities which have parameters



Join entities and obscore records
Loading HiPS or images into Aladin

SAMP



Future plans

• Publish the ProvTAP working draft

• Install publicly the TAP service  for our  CDS 
database

• Markus Nullmeier to create stored procedures 
helping for complex queries (end september)

• Feed with the real use case :

HiPS generation at CDS 
     (~300 HiPS come from ~300 image                             

   collections. Some image collections also have            
   progenitors (eg. Schmidt plates)
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